PlusOneFoundry.com Launched New Service of Google Plus
Circles Followers for Strong Social Signals
PlusOneFoundry.com offers a range of Google Plus One services has launched its
new service for providing Google Plus Circle followers and fans to businesses.
March 2, 2012 (FPRC) -- Google Plus is impossible to ignore, especially when businesses have to
depend on it to improve their visibility in Google search engine as Google has prioritized Google
Plus for its SERP results. Businesses stand to incur losses without a strong presence on Google
Plus network.
In order to provide the benefits of this Social network to businesses and Webmasters alike
PlusOneFoundry.com launched its services for Google Plus Ones in December. With its success it
has now launched its new service to provide Google Plus Followers.
When you buy google plus followers, it sends a strong social signal to Google about your Web
presence and helps in your business branding and visibility. On the other hand the Plus Ones
delivered to your site help skyrocket the organic SERP since Google consider these social
recommendations in its SERP rankings. People who buy google plus ones can check the veracity of
this claim through their Google Webmaster Tools.
At PlusOneFoundry one can buy google plus fans at the most competitive price starting from $15 for
50 USA Google Plus fans. The website serves medium to large Google Plus Circles needs with
variety of packs of $49 for 250 G+ Plus followers, $173 for 1000 US Plus Circles fans and offers
packages upto 10,000 USA Google Plus circle followers.
Commenting on this new launch, Mr Puneet K. Saini, Founder at PlusOneFoundry.com, stated;
'Google has already shown its intentions that it will emphasize more on Google Plus than any other
Social networks like Facebook and Twitter to measure social impact. So it becomes inevitable for
businesses to take this into account and build strong social signals and recommendation based on
it.
PlusOneFoundry delivers USA Google Plus followers with Phone Verified Google Accounts from
IP’s all over the USA. We offers a guarantee also. On the purchase of any Plus One package, there
will be a one year guarantee to replenish the Google Plus Ones if they fall below count. No
additional payment will be asked. Further, plus ones are delivered over a couple of days to look
natural and organic to Google.'
Businesses and Webmasters interested to improve their websites rankings may visit
http://www.plusonefoundry.com/ for more information about this service.
Contact Information
For more information contact Puneet Kr. Saini of PlusOneFoundry.com
(http://www.plusonefoundry.com/)
91-8126502860
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